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We construct an explicit Wigner function for theN-mode squeezed state. Based on a previous observation
that the Wigner function describes correlations in the joint measurement of the phase-space displaced parity
operator, we investigate the nonlocality of the multipartite entangled state by the violation of theŻukowski-
Brukner N-qubit Bell inequality. We find that quantum predictions for such a squeezed state violate these
inequalities by an amount that grows with the numberN.
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Einstein, Podolsky, and RosensEPRd questioned the com-
pleteness of quantum mechanics in a classic seminal paper in
1935f1g. In their paper, they reasoned that the wave function
of a two-particle system in which the particles are entangled
in position and momentumsan EPR paird and written explic-
itly as

Csq1,q2d =E
−`

`

es2pi/hdsq1−q2+q0dpdp s1d

is incompatible with the completeness postulate. It was sub-
sequently argued that additional variablesslocal hidden vari-
ablesd could be introduced to restore casuality and locality to
quantum mechanics.

A schemef2g for testing the compatibility of the theory of
local hidden variables with quantum mechanics was subse-
quently proposed based on a different version of an EPR
pair, namely, the entanglement of spin-1/2 particles first in-
troduced by Bohm. In particular, the possibility of local re-
alism implies logical constraints on the statistics of two or
more physically separated systems. These constraints can be
expressed in the form of Bell-type inequalitiesf2–8g. For
quantum-mechanical systems, it was anticipated that these
constraints could be violated with appropriate settings and
measurements.

On the other hand, quantum correlation for position-
momentum variables can be analyzed in position-momentum
phase space using the Wigner functionf9g. The Wigner func-
tion allows one to define a probability distribution in
position-momentum phase space for a quantum-mechanical
particle. This formalism led eventually to the formulation of
a c-number approach to describe the quantum effects in
phase space including the development of various other effi-
cient tools in a number of fields in modern physicsf10g.

Indeed, a mixed state system can be represented by a
density matrixr,

PWsq,pd =
1

p"
E

−`

`

dykq − yuruq + yle2ipy/", s2d

wherer is a density operator,uql is the eigenvector of the
coordinate operator. An intuitive physical meaning of the
Wigner function is that its marginal distribution in one of the
variables gives the probability distibution of the particle in
that space. For momentum, we havePmomspd=eWsq,pddq
and with positionPpossqd=eWsq,pddp.

Bell f11g had argued that the original EPR wave function
does not violate local realism because its joint Wigner distri-
bution functionWsq1,p1;q2,p2d is positive everywhere, and
as such it will also admit a local hidden variable description
of signed position correlations. However, the choice of ap-
propriate observables is important for testing the existence of
local realism for a given state. In a recent work, Banaszek
and Wódkiewicz f12g considered parity measurement, a
quantum observable which does not admit a local hidden
variable description, and interpreted the Wigner function as a
correlation function for these parity measurements. They
then showed that the original EPR state and the two-mode
squeezed vacuum state violate local realism since they vio-
late generalized Bell inequalities such as the Clauser-Horne
inequalityf3g and the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-HoltsCHSHd
f4g inequality. In particular, they considered the two-mode
squeezed vacuum state produced through nondegenerate op-
tical parametric amplificationsNOPAd f13g in order to avoid
problems related to the singularity of the unnormalizable
EPR state. Moreover, in Ref.f12g, it was shown that despite
its positive definiteness, the Wigner function of the EPR state
could provide direct evidence of the nonlocality.

The two-mode squeezed vacuum state generated in a non-
degenerate optical parametric amplifiersNOPAd f13g is given
by
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uNOPAl = ersâ1
†â2

†−â1â2du00l = o
n=0

`
stanhrdn

coshr
unnl, s3d

where r is known as the squeezing parameter andunnl
= unl1 ^ unl2=s1/n! dsâ1

†dnsâ2
†dnu00l. The NOPA statesuNOPAl

can also be written asf12g

uNOPAl = Î1 − tanh2r E dqE dq8gsq,q8;tanhrduqq8l,

s4d

where gsq,q8 ;xd;1/Îps1−x2dexpf−sq2+q82−2qq8xd /2s1
−x2dg and uqq8l;uql1 ^ uq8l2, with uql being the eigenstates
of the position operator. Since limx→1gsq,q8 ;xd=dsq−q8d,
one has limr→`edqedq8gsq,q8 ; tanhrduqq8l=edquqql
= uEPRl, which is just the original EPR states. Thus, in the
infinite squeezing limit,uNOPAlur→` becomes the original,
normalized EPR states. Since the original EPR state is an
unnormalizedd function, a normalizable state generated in a
NOPA can avoid problem arising from this singularity.

The Wigner function can be associated directly with the
parity operator. The connection between the parity operator
s−1dn̂ and the Wigner function provides an equivalent defi-
nition of the latterf14g. The Wigner representation of the
parity operator is not a bounded reality corresponding to the
dichotomic result of the measurement. This enables violation
of Bell inequality for quantum states described by positive-
definite Wigner function.

The relation between the nonlocality of arbitrary multipar-
tite entangled states and the Wigner function remains an
open question. Recently, tripartite entangled state representa-
tion of the Wigner operator and the corresponding Wigner
function have been found by Fan and Jiangf15g. They fo-
cused principally on a generalization of the Wigner function
and its marginal distributions, without invoking the nonlocal-
ity issue. A general Bell inequality which is a sufficient and
necessary condition for the correlation function forN par-
ticles has been described in Ref.f8g. In this work, measure-
ments on each particle were chosen from two arbitrary di-
chotomic observables. Namely, the Zukowski-Brukner
inequality was derived for observables with eigenvalues +1
or −1, which are also the spectrum of the displaced parity
operator. Thus this general Bell theorem for generalN-qubit
states provides a useful tool to test the violation of local
realism of multipartite quantum states described by Wigner
function. With this motivation, we derive an expression for
the Wigner function of aN-mode squeezed state in this pa-
per. By expressing the correlation function using the Wigner
function, we show that the multipartite entangled state vio-
lates local realism, and this violation is enhanced with in-
creasing dimension,N.

To this end, we first choose parity operators as the observ-
ables for testing violation of local realism for a squeezed
state. The Wigner function can be expressed as the expecta-
tion value of a product of displaced parity operators as fol-
lows:

Wsa1,a2,…,aNd ~ Psa1,a2,…,aNd, s5d

wherePsa1,a2,… ,aNd is the expectation value of the joint
displaced parity operatorsi.e., the measured observabled

P̂sa1,a2,…,aNd = D̂1sa1d…D̂NsaNds− 1dn̂1+¯+n̂N

3D̂N
−1saNd ¯ D̂1

−1sa1d. s6d

In the above expression,D̂isaid=expsaiâ
†−ai

* âd denotes
the displacement operators for the subsystemi, whereâ sâ†d
is annihilationscreationd operator. We also equate the corre-
lation functions given by the displaced parity operator
s−1dn̂1+¯+n̂N as the equivalent Wigner functionf16g. In this
way, we see that the nonlocal realistic description is embed-
ded in the dichotomic correlation measurements given by the
phase-space Wigner function for the entangled state,

Esa1,a2,…,aNd ; Psa1,a2,…,aNd. s7d

The Wigner function, or equivalently the correlation func-
tion for multipartite system, can be calculated using the ex-
pectation value of the operator under theN-mode squeezed
state. This new squeezed state, a SUs1,1d coherent state, is
given as

url = Vu0l = expfrsW+ − W−dgu0l, s8d

whereu0l= u00¯0l is a N-mode vacuum state, and

W+ = xo
i=1

N

âi
†2 + y o

i, j=1

N

âi
†âj

†,

W− = xo
i=1

N

âi
2 + y o

i, j=1

N

âiâj ,

B =
1

2o
i=1

N

âi
†âi +

N

4
. s9d

W+ is a N-mode squeezing operator andx and y are the
coefficients which can be determined by the fact that the
above formula satisfies the closed SUs1,1d Lie algebra:
fW+,W−g=−2B, fW+,Bg=−W+, fW−,Bg=W−. The final result
is

W+ =
2 − N

2N
o
i=1

N

âi
†2 +

2

N
o

i, j=1

N

âi
†âj

†, s10d

W− =
2 − N

2N
o
i=1

N

âi
2 +

2

N
o

i, j=1

N

âiâj . s11d

The N-mode squeezed state is characterized by the
squeezing parameterr. The Wigner function of the squeezed
state is calculated in the following way. Whenr is zero,
namely when no squeezing occurs, the Wigner function is
given by
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Esa1,a2,…,aNd = k0uP̂sa1,a2,…,aNdu0l

= expF− 2o
i=1

N

uaiu2G . s12d

When r Þ0, the new Wigner function can be constructed
from

E8sa1,a2,…,aNd = kr uP̂sa1,a2,…,aNdurl

= k0uP̂sa18,a28,…,aN8 du0l

= expF− 2o
i=1

N

uai8u
2G , s13d

whereP̂sa18 ,a28 ,… ,aN8 d is the squeezed displaced parity op-
erator given in Eq.s6d. After some lengthy calculation, we
arrive at the following relations:

V−1âiV = coshrâi + sinhrS2 − N

N
âi

† +
2

N
o
jÞi

N

âj
†D , s14d

V−1âi
†V = coshrâi

† + sinhrS2 − N

N
âi +

2

N
o
jÞi

N

âjD . s15d

The latter relation can be employed to yield the Wigner func-
tion of N-mode squeezing state,

E8sa1,a2,…,aNd = expH− 2 cosh 2ro
i=1

N

uaiu2

+
4

N
sinh 2ro

i, j

N

saia j + ai
*a j

*d

−
N − 2

N
sinh 2ro

i=1

N

sai
2 + ai

*2dJ .

s16d

The Wigner function of the original EPR state is recovered in
the limit of r →` for N=2.

The N-NOPA field modes are equivalent to an entangled
state ofN oscillators. WhenN=3, the Wigner function is

E8sa1,a2,a3d = expH− 2 cosh 2ro
i=1

3

uaiu2 +
4

3
sinh 2r

3o
i, j

3

saia j + ai
*a j

*d −
1

3
sinh 2ro

i=1

3

sai
2 + ai

*2dJ
s17d

and this is the same as the result given in Ref.f15g. The
correlation function is determined by considering measure-
ments corresponding to the settingsa1

1=0, a1
2=a, a2

1=0, a2
2

=a, anda3
1=−a, a3

2=0, whereai
j si =1,2,3 andj =1,2d is the

j th measurement setting forith particle, anda is a positive
constant associated with the displacement magnitude. From
these combinations, the following quantity can be con-
structed:

Bs3d = E8sa1
1,a2

1,a3
2d + E8sa1

1,a2
2,a3

1d + E8sa1
2,a2

1,a3
1d

− E8sa1
2,a2

2,a3
2d

= E8s0,0,0d + E8s0,a,− ad + E8sa,0,−ad − E8sa,a,0d

= 1 + 2expHS− 4 cosh 2r −
8

3
sinh 2r −

4

3
sinh 2rDa2J

− expHS− 4 cosh 2r +
8

3
sinh 2r −

4

3
sinh 2rDa2J .

s18d

For local hidden variables theories, we have the inequality
f8g −2øBs3dø2. If we perform an asymptotic analysis for
large ur u with r ,0, cosh 2r and sinh 2r can be replaced by
e−2r /2 and −e−2r /2, respectively, and Eq.s18d becomes
Bs3d=3−exph−8

3e−2ra2j. We see that whena2/e2r is large
enough, the Bell inequality for three qubits is violated when
Bs3d approaches the valueBopt=3.

For N=4, and choosing allai to be real, the Wigner func-
tion can be written as

E8sa1,a2,a3,a4d = expHs− 2 cosh 2r − sinh 2rd

3o
i=1

4

ai
2 + 2 sinh 2ro

i, j

4

aia jJ . s19d

Evaluating the quantityBs4d, and applying theN-qubit Bell
inequality, we have

Bs4d = − E8sa1
1,a2

1,a3
1,a4

1d + E8sa1
1,a2

1,a3
1,a4

2d

+ E8sa1
1,a2

1,a3
2,a4

1d + E8sa1
1,a2

1,a3
2,a4

2d

+ E8sa1
1,a2

2,a3
1,a4

1d + E8sa1
1,a2

2,a3
1,a4

2d

TABLE I. Threshold visibility for 2øNø7.

V=2/BoptsNd N=2 N=3 N=4 N=5 N=6 N=7

ME states 0.707 0.5 0.354 0.25 0.177 0.125

Oscillator 0.913 0.667 0.544 0.4 0.318 0.229
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+ E8sa1
1,a2

2,a3
2,a4

1d − E8sa1
1,a2

2,a3
2,a4

2d

+ E8sa1
2,a2

1,a3
1,a4

1d + E8sa1
2,a2

1,a3
1,a4

2d

+ E8sa1
2,a2

1,a3
2,a4

1d − E8sa1
2,a2

1,a3
2,a4

2d

+ E8sa1
2,a2

2,a3
1,a4

1d − E8sa1
2,a2

2,a3
1,a4

2d

− E8sa1
2,a2

2,a3
2,a4

1d − E8sa1
2,a2

2,a3
2,a4

2d. s20d

Under a local realistic description,Bs4dø4. By choosing
appropriate measurements, we haveBopts4d=7.357. That is
to say that the four-mode NOPA state shows strong nonlo-
cality, which is stronger compared with three-mode or two-
mode NOPA states.

We also consider the strength of violation or visibilitysVd
as the minimal amountV of the given entangled stateucl that
one has to add to pure noise,rnoise, so that the resulting state
violates local realism. The quantityV is thus the threshold
visibility above which the state cannot be described by local
realism, and it is sometimes called the critical visibility.
More specifically, we consider Werner state of the formrw
=Vuclkcu+s1−Vdrnoise where rnoise= I /2N is the completely
mixed state. As shown in Ref.f8g, for the maximally en-
tangled stateuclGHZ=s1/Î2dsu0l1¯ u0lN+ u1l1¯ u1lNd, the
Werner state cannot be described by local realism if and only
if V. s1/Î2N−1d.

We repeat the calculation for entangled states forN oscil-
lators sN=2,3,4,5,6,7d and their results are succinctly sum-
marized in Table I and compared to the values for maximally
entangled states. To see the variation ofV with N, we also
plot V versus the number of particlesN both for maximally
entangledsMEd states and entangled states of oscillators
sFig. 1. Naturally it is not surprising to see that the two
systems show similar variations ofV with increasing dimen-
sion N. Alternatively, if one considers the optimal value of
the violation for theŻokowski-Brukner inequalities, the op-
timal value for this violation grows withN. Increasing the
number of qubits, in this case, will not bring us any closer to
the classical regime, but rather it appears to discriminate bet-
ter the quantum and the classical boundary. We also see that
the entangled states of the oscillator do not violate the
N-qubit Bell inequality as much as the maximally entangled

states do since the NOPA state is not maximally entangled.
However, from the experimental perspective, the NOPA state
is easier to generate thanuclGHZ.

Our study shows that the multipartite entangled state in
the Wigner representation exhibits nonlocal realism and this
violation of local realism can be observed using theN-mode
NOPA state. The violation of local realism for the NOPA
state can be manifested through the violation of the
N-particle Bell inequality for a state described by the Wigner
function. This provides an exciting possibility to test the vio-
lation of local realism for theN-mode entangled state experi-
mentally for the general case using the quantumN-mode
squeezed state.
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